
THE SYSTEM WANTS US 
TO SEE OUR STRUGGLES 
SEPARATELY. 
THEY WANT US TO FIGHT ONLY AGAINST 
RACISM. ONLY AGAINST TRANSPHOBIA. 
ONLY AGAINST XENOPHOBIA OR ONLY 
AGAINST SPECIESISM (SYSTEMIC 
VIOLENCE TO ANIMALS). 
IF WE UNITE, 
WE WILL BE UNSTOPPABLE.
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We are here to protest systemic violence against marginalized people AND nonhuman 
animals. It isn’t either/or; it is both/and. Our capitalist and white supremacist society 
teaches us to commodify the bodies of nonhuman animals to show power and dominance. 
This ideology creates a form of discrimination called speciesism. But someone’s 
species isn’t a reason to discriminate. This belief is also damaging to other humans, 
as we use this same ‘lesser than’ rhetoric to justify violence on human minorities.

The same system treating nonhuman animals as expendable is the same system saying, 
“Make America Great Again.” It’s the same ideology deporting immigrants, shooting people of 
color, controlling women’s bodies, killing LGBTQ’s, and treating disabled folks as lesser than. 
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All species have the right to migrate
Trump wants to build a wall to tear families 
apart. Immigrants have built and are part of 
this country, in the same way that migratory 
animals are. The US-Mexico border region 
is home to a diverse ecosystem of species 
jeopardized by the barriers and roads.

All species have the right to freedom
Trump wants to make trade agreements like 
NAFTA, which already hurt both workers 
and animals in the agriculture industry. With 
NAFTA now, US agricultural corporations 
have fewer regulartions and pay little to 
no import/export tariffs. US corporations 
export feed to Mexico for cheap -> raise 
and kill animals there for cheap -> cheaply 
sell or import these animals to the U.S. -> 

destroy local food systems and economies 
(traditionally more plant-based) -> destroy 
livelihoods -> force people to migrate & 
work for cheap at US or Mexico agricultural 
corporations. Repeat cycle.

All species have the right to water
Trump is a climate change denier. He 
personally invests and profits from pipelines 
such as DAPL, which violates indigenous 
people, animals and the environment. 
Indigenous people are among the 
populations who are more affected than other 
communities from environmental disasters. 
Marine and land animals are vulnerable and 
directly impacted by spills too. There are over 
2.5 million miles of pipelines in the US.
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ANIMALS ARE VICTIMS OF VIOLENCE, NOT ITS PERPETRATORS
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